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SCHEDULE - CONTENTS OF THE LECTURES AND ACTIVITIES

8h March - Introduction. Meaning and utility of Urban Morphology for the contemporary 
architecture.

15h March - Course organization. Presentation of the program. Student registration.

• 22h March Territory: notion, forming process and contemporary condition. Classroom 
work presentation (only for students who intend to deepen the topics of the 
course with practical exercises – see Exam 1 in the program).

• 30h March Matter Material: notion, transformation process, contemporary condition
• 5h April  Substrata and urban fabric: the physical form of the city: notion, forming 

process and contemporary condition.
• 12h April  Field Survey: on base building topics
• 19h April  . Base building: base elements of the city: notion, forming process and 

relationship with urban pre-existence.
• 26h April  Special building: forming process and contemporary examples. Architectural 

knotting: historic notion and transition to modernity. –
• 3h Maj Field Survey on special building topics
• 10h Maj At the roots of architectural composition: the notions of assembly and 

aggregation in history and in the contemporary condition.
• 17h Maj Roman modern architecture. specific features of modern Roman 

architecture read from the perspective of urban role and language.
• 24h Maj Conclusion. Questions about the examination programme (unclear parts 

of the lectures, supplementary topics, etc.) Short recap/summary of the course main 
topics (for the exam)

31st May  Short pre-examination test (optional) Student opinions and suggestions. 



Material is "materia signata", 
matter in which special 
characters and attitudes 
are recognized MATTER/MATERIAL

SOIL/TERRITORY

PROCESS
ORIGIN



The matter of
territory

SELECTION
SPECIALIZATION

Territory is “marked matter” (materia signata), a substance to which man's 
conscience recognizes an aptitude for transformation: material
finalized of an architecture in the fullest sense



Watershed (ridge)

FIRST CYCLE (IMPLANTATION)

The main ridge routes are formed where a more ongoing watershed can be used.

compluvium (valley)
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Gallicano

Pertinenza territoriale (area culturale)
Territory is the association of the natural soil with the 
artificial transformation operated by the work of the man



Broadway in New York City 

Via Flaminia / Via del Corso in Rome

Parts of the street date back to pre-colonial times when the 
Weckquaesgeek Chief walked south from present-day Dobbs Ferry, New 
York. Near the end of the 19th century, Broadway was completed by 
connecting several separate road segments, including the original Native 
American footpath. It followed a main ridge that led northwards through 
the fields of New Amsterdam

Matrix route - route pre-existing to the building 
connecting two distant poles

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Lunga circa 50 km, 23 dei quali dentro la città di New YorkBroadway is one of the oldest roadways in New York City. Parts of the street date back to pre-colonial times when the Weckquaesgeek Chief walked south from present-day Dobbs Ferry, New York. Near the end of the 19th century, Broadway was completed by connecting several separate road segments, including the original Native American footpath.
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the elementary unit on 
which the building is based 
is made up of buildings and 
pertinent area





Ground floor plan at 
the present condition

For newcomers like the Lancellotti, property 
ownership …. V. NOTA  

Relatore
Note di presentazione
The Lancellotti was an upwardly mobile family that sought to legitimize its growing status through art and architecture. The first Lancellotti came to Rome in the mid-fifteenth century. The next few generations — some of whom were distinguished doctors — assimilated into Roman society by marrying members of the untitled civic nobility and attaining government offices and curial posts. It was the ecclesiastic career of Scipione Lancellotti (1527-1598) that carried the family to the upper ranks of the social hierarchy, when he was awarded the cardinal's hat in 1583.was essential for integration since it signified permanent residency in the city. Scipione Lancellotti's entry into the Sacred College represented a major achievement, and like many of his peers, he built a magnificent palace to articulate his new status. Since the fifteenth century the Lancellotti had lived in the Rione Ponte near Via dei Coronari, just north of Piazza Navona, and the family gradually accumulated properties, a common strategy for expansion in this densely populated neighborhood. Two years after becoming a cardinal, Scipione Lancellotti forced the owners of a house that stood between his properties to sell. To do so, he had employed Pope Gregory XIII's bull De Aedificiis, which authorized a property owner to constrain his neighbor to sell if the latter's property bordered the former's on at least two sides.In 1591, Cardinal Lancellotti initiated the project to incorporate his independent properties into a unified palace. The architect Francesco da Volterra supervised construction until his death in 1594. Influenced by the existing structures on the site, Volterra designed a typical central Italian palace that interpreted and reinvented the ancient domus. The large block comprised an open court at the center, flanked by enfilades of rooms. The sequence of entrance spaces — an androne (corridor), loggia and main stair in a corner of the court — was well established. Volterra's simple yet dignified façade followed Antonio da Sangallo the Younger's design for the Palazzo Farnese, which had been adapted by late-sixteenth-century architects like Giacomo della Porta and Domenico Fontana. Less typical is the asymmetrical placement of the palace's entrance, aligned with the small street (Vicolo dei Tre Archi) that led to the palace rather than harmonized with the façade. Since a narrow street (rather than the present piazza) originally bordered the Lancellotti façade, the irregularity would not have been noticeable. In the early seventeenth century Domenico (Domenichino) Zampieri added the portal, whose classical order distinguished it from the rest of the façade. When Carlo Maderno assumed supervision of work after 1594, he enlivened Volterra's austere form with ornate architectural decoration around doors and niches inside the palace.In 1598 Cardinal Lancellotti died, leaving the almost-finished palace to his four nephews. In specifying that they live there together, the cardinal's will demonstrates his understanding of the building as the physical and metaphorical embodiment of his family. The piano nobile (the main living floor that Americans call the second floor) was divided into two apartments, occupied by Orazio (who became a cardinal in 1611) and his younger brother Tiberio, while the other brothers must have lived on the other floors.In the late 1610s and early 1620s Cardinal Orazio Lancellotti oversaw the painting program for the palace. Agostino Tassi, who enjoyed the patronage of Pope Paul V and Cardinal Scipione Borghese, supervised the decorative program, which was carried out with the help of his workshop. In at least ten rooms the mix of painted vaults and friezes formed a sumptuous backdrop for the activities enacted in the palace. Tassi's most spectacular room is the Sala dei Palafrenieri, where a convincing perspective illusion transforms the walls into an imaginary loggia, opening onto a rich landscape of sea, mountains, and hills. Guercino and` Giovanni Lanfranco contributed to the decoration of the ground floor suite. Orazio acquired a collection of antiquities, which was installed in the palace's courtyard, loggias, stair and rooms. Belonging to a tradition that existed in Rome since the fifteenth century — exemplified by the Palazzo Maffei, Palazzo della Valle, and Palazzo Mattei di Giove — the display of antiquities in a court represented a visual declaration of ancient lineage. Although the Lancellotti were not originally from Rome, they sought to create a fictive Roman history through the material remains of the ancient city. Altogether, the architecture, sculptural decoration, and painting express the nobility of the Lancellotti family.





Carlo Maderno

the palazzo is not the product of the architect but of a sheared forming process to 
which the architect give a synthesis

Relatore
Note di presentazione
 terminato da Carlo Maderno



The function of the building was to 
house various kinds of services for young 
people, from representative offices, to 
after-work, to sports, recreational and 
welfare activities.



Morphological walk. Field surveys organized to 
examine the fabrics and buildings under study
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